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Mieke Morgan, Laser Skin Specialist - The London Cosmetic Clinic, London, United Kingdom

“Both the VL 555 and the HR applicators have been designed with the operator in mind. The quick charging time in between 
shots, the swivel base, soft flexible cord and defined crystal block allow for easy access to all areas of the body as well as fast, 
successful treatments.

The HR comes in two sizes allowing treatment times to be reduced drastically. I enjoy using the standard size for  smaller areas 
such as the face, underarms etc. And the larger applicator for the body. The specific settings associated with these applicators have improved my 
results considerably and I find treating stubborn patches or finer hairs much easier.
 
The VL 555 is possibly my favourite applicator. It truly is versatile and allows for many concerns to be addressed as well as many skin treatments 
to be performed. My clients have commented on how much more comfortable the new applicators are as well as how much less the stingy, red 
downtime is. I found it to be a great investment that really has expanded my treatment portfolio.”

Sirius is a trademark of Ellipse A/S, a producer of light-based solutions for medical and cosmetic conditions. Ellipse A/S has gained the acclaim of doctors worldwide for the quality of 
Ellipse products and services.

Ellipse A/S. All rights reserved.
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FLEXIBLE PARTNERSHIP

We would like to welcome you into the world of Ellipse – where perfection, technical superiority, quality and long-term 
partnership meet. With Sirius we offer you low running costs and no hidden ownership cost. A one-year license lets you fire 
limitless shorts in the first year at no extra expense.

Before & After

Skin Rejuvenation
1 Tx (VL 555)
Courtesy of Ellipse Spain

Hair Removal
5 Tx (HR 600)
Courtesy of Dr. Khan

Facial Thread Veins
3 Tx (VL 555)
Courtesy of Dr. Sandra Smailiene



The Fastest and Most
Cost�Effective Hair Removal and

Skin Rejuvenation System
HIGH SPEED

With its high speed and superior technology, Sirius reduces 
treatment time while at the same time increasing the efficacy of 
your treatments.

SAFE AND EFFECTIVE TREATMENTS

With Sirius you simply select the treatment, the patient’s skin type, 
suntan, vessel size or hair thickness. Sirius then automatically 
chooses the appropriate settings including the energy level and 
pulse length. Ellipse’s clinical intelligence ensures safe and effective 
treatments and reduces the risk of side effects. Moreover, a built-in 
patient database stores all client and treatment data for you.

RANGE OF TREATMENTS

Sirius comes with indications for use on hair removal, facial thread 
veins and skin rejuvenation.

EFFECTIVE TREATMENTS WITH HIGH PATIENT COMFORT

With SWT® technology, unnecessary and potentially harmful wavelengths are eliminated, allowing 
only those that are beneficial to individual treatments to reach the skin. This significantly reduces 
the amount of energy required, so improving patient comfort. Combined with perfect square pulse 
technology, and Ellipse patented dual mode filter, SWT® enables you to treat skin types 1-6 without 
the need for active skin cooling. The result is safer, more predictable and more effective treatments.

SWT® APPLICATORS

You can connect two lightweight Selective Waveband Technology (SWT®) 
applicators at the same time and even change applicators while the system 

is running. For Sirius, Ellipse’s exclusive SWT® applicators come in 5 
narrowband versions.  Among the versions included are the HRD 645 for 

hair removal on darl skin types 4-6 and the large HRL 600 applicator 
with an astonishing 8.64 cm² footprint. The large footprint of the HRL 
600 allows you to treat a full back in less than 10 minutes, and fewer 
overlaps and fewer skipped areas ensure a much better result. For 
rejuvenation treatments, you also have the choice between the VL 
555 and the VLS 555 – a small spot applicator which allows you 
to treat close to and around the eyes, and around the wings of the 
nose, in corners and folds.

EXCELLENT OPERATOR COMFORT

With the SWT® applicators you reduce the risk of repetitive 
strain injury. The light weight of the applicators and the 
soft and flexible cables make it easy to change position. 
The design of the applicator head gives you a clear view of 
the treatment area in a comfortable working position, and 
for your convenience the accessory tray with screen can 
be turned to the left and right. Moreover, Sirius is the most 
silent system on the maket, and both you and the patient 
can enjoy a calm and comfortable working environment.
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The extra large HRL 600 applicator is the largest and
fastest hair removal applicator on the market.

HRL 600 18 x 48 mm VL 555 10 x 48 mm

HR 600 10 x 48 mm VLS 555 Hexagonal � 90 mm²

The small spot VLS 555 applicator allows you to treat small areas 
accurately without affecting the surrounding skin.

FAST AND RELIABLE

With the all new Remote Assistance feature 
you get the markets most reliable and state-
of-the-art online system. Thanks to a secure 
online access your system can be diagnosed, 
updated and even get the latest software 
and newest applications. This can be done 
whenever it suits you to connect - even after 
work hours. 


